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losing National Review would ever turn a

skipping around within the narrative when

Navasky, publisher of the liberal-radical
The Nation magazine, seems similarly annoyed

views The Nation has espoused in the past or

by the suggestion that ideological publications

admitting mistakes.
And despite Navasky's rich friends and
high-powered conncctions, he doesn't take

should live and die by their balance sheets.
Indeed, he labors at length in the new book,

persuasively for the most pat, to argue that the

himself too seriously, it seems. When The

bottom line is a poor barometer by which to

Nation hired Calvin Trillin to write a column,

measure the worth of The Nation or other jour-

he got a "no diddling" clause that allowed him

to take shots at then-cditor Navasky. Trillin

made in social, political, or

cultural terms, never in
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A Matter of Opinion is a
sustained argument and defense

of The Nation. Still, along the
way Navasky tells of his personal history growing up in
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Certainly, the climate
of discourse in America is better with than

School. While at Yale, Navasky

without Navasky and The Nation.

founded a satirical magazine
wrote and edited for The New

VictorNavasky

York Times Magazine. He

bbed
elbows
withtherichand

names left and right, tossing off
lines like A few monthslater, [my wife)
Annie and I were invited to a small but high-

powered dinner at [Wall Street mogul and

former Nation publisher] Arthur Carter's counNavasky is a joumalist with a developed

social conscience and a sense of mission, and A

Matter of Opinion really shines in showing how
the publisher of an ideologically left magazine
balances the demands of solvency with those
of, well, being an ideologically left magazine.
Navasky's glaring blind spot is his failure to
reconcile or even seriously address the inherent

tension between his mission of sticking it to the
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And with that simple statement, Navasky
his role as a jounalist.

vehicles for building democratic culture."
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ideological. ... I plead guilty. I am a practic-

ing ideologist publishing an ideological
magazine."
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fact that these journals [like The Nation] are
of, by, and for elites render them inappropriate
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the last page of his book, he asks whether "the
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pinko magazine printed on very cheap paper."
Navasky writes: "I want to say something
about the charge that The Nation, or the jour-

gives a succinct view of The Nation and
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But Navasky's writing is refreshingly
jargon-free. He writes in a conversational style,

appropriate without losing or confusing the
reader. He isn't shy about defending unpopular
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ization and appropriation-one almost wonders
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